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ABSTRACT: Superamphiphobic surfaces are commonly asso-
ciated with superior anticontamination and antifouling proper-
ties. Visually, this is justified by their ability to easily shed off
drops and contaminants. However, on micropillar arrays, tiny
droplets are known to remain on pillars’ top faces while the
drop advances. This raises the question of whether remnants
remain even on nanostructured superamphiphobic surfaces. Are
superamphiphobic surfaces really self-cleaning? Here we
investigate the presence of microdroplet contaminants on
three nanostructured superamphiphobic surfaces. After brief
contact with liquids having different volatilities and surface
tension (water, ethylene glycol, hexadecane, and an ionic liquid), confocal microscopy reveals a “blanket-like” layer of
microdroplets remaining on the surface. It appears that the phenomenon is universal. Notably, when placing subsequent drops
onto the contaminated surface, they are still able to roll off. However, adhesion forces can gradually increase by up to 3 times
after repeated liquid drop contact. Therefore, we conclude that superamphiphobic surfaces do not warrant self-cleaning and
anticontamination capabilities at sub-micrometric length scales.
KEYWORDS: wetting, superhydrophobicity, contamination, microdroplet, adhesion, pinning

Superamphiphobic surfaces have been represented as
next-generation self-cleaning materials.1,2 However, is
this assignment really justified?3,4 Indeed, liquid drops

rolling over superamphiphobic surfaces easily remove macro-
scopic contamination and the surfaces appear to be clean. No
remnants of water and other test liquids are visible by eye or
optical shadowgraphy. The contact and roll-off angles can
remain almost unaltered even if a second drop was placed on
the same spot. Such behaviors appear to indicate the lack of
macro-, micro-, and nanoscopic contamination. However,
drops are also left on the surfaces for short durations, and
different locations are typically used for every test. Here, we
highlight the discovery of remnant microdroplets remaining on
superamphiphobic surfaces in the Cassie−Baxter state, despite
nonwetting contact. In this article, we call these microdroplets
“contamination”. Notably, the phenomenon is universal and
occurs despite characteristically high contact angles and low
sliding angles.
Superamphiphobicity is often defined by low sliding angles

of <10° with low surface tension liquids (γ < 30 mN/m).2,5−7

This is facilitated by the near-spherical shape of liquid drops2

resulting from the air cushion upon which the drops partially

rest.8 Small contact areas are associated with the self-cleaning
properties of superamphiphobic surfaces. Today, the concept
of self-cleaning is exploited in developing bioengineering,9,10

microfluidics,11 antimicrobial coatings,12−15 and mem-
brane16−21 technologies. The absence of contact contami-
nation is particularly important in biomedical diagnostics. For
instance, highly precise superhydrophilic−superhydrophobic
micropatterning has been used to selectively screen and
capture bioactive molecules, cells, or enzymes within super-
hydrophilic spots while being automatically excluded from
superhydrophobic domains.11,22,23 To the best of our knowl-
edge, it is still unclear if liquid remnants exist on nano-
structured superamphiphobic surfaces after macroscopic liquid
contact.1,24−26
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Nanostructured superamphiphobic surfaces possess very low
adhesion and hysteresis.2 The complete detachment of a large
parent drop from nanostructured protrusions may be indeed
energetically favorable compared to pinching off a microscopic
satellite4 microdroplet. However, self-cleaning28,29 has never
been demonstrated down to short temporal time scales and
micrometric length scales. It is of importance to both
fundamental understanding and applied research to clarify
whether remnants form and remain.
Here, both superamphiphobic nanoparticles- (soot-tem-

plated or wet-sprayed) and nanofilaments-based surfaces
were investigated.6,7,27 They represent state-of-the-art super-
amphiphobic nanostructured surfaces. The volatility of the
investigated liquids ranged from lower vapor pressures in
hexadecane (P ≈ 0.2 Pa) to higher vapor pressures in water (P
≈ 103 Pa). Using laser scanning confocal microscopy, we
detect microdroplet contamination for several liquids having
low volatility. For highly volatile liquids such as water,
contamination can sometimes be observed with the naked
eye, especially under high humidity (see Movie M1). Notably,
a “blanket-like” layer of microdroplets covers the surface after
contacting and repelling liquid drops. Long-lasting trails and
spots are respectively formed when nonvolatile or hygroscopic
liquid drops roll over or sit on these surfaces (Figure S1).

RESULTS/DISCUSSION

Classification of Nanotextures and Liquids. Three
superamphiphobic surfaces were used: soot-templated,7 wet-
sprayed silica,27 and nanofilament6-based surfaces. Soot-
templated surfaces (Figure 1a,b) are composed of fractal-like
soot-templated nanoparticles (50−70 nm diameter), covered
by a silica shell (20−30 nm thick). The silica shell was
fluorinated with a trichloro(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)-
silane to lower the surface energy.7 Soot-templated surfaces
have a highly porous morphology (Figure 1a). The alternative
superamphiphobic nanoparticle surfaces were synthesized by
spray-deposition of functionalized fumed silica nanoparticles
and condensed nanofilaments, respectively (Figure S2). Wet-
spraying nanoparticles gave rise to comparatively densely
packed coatings, Figure S2a.27 For nanofilaments, glass slides
were immersed in toluene with controlled amounts of water
and trichloromethylsilane. After a reaction time of 6 h, glass
slides were coated with a 1−2 μm thick coating of
nanofilaments (20−50 nm diameters, spaced between 50 and
500 nm, Figure S2b).6 To reduce surface energy, coated slides
were fluorinated using 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyltrichlor-
osilane (PFDTS). All surfaces show a high static water contact
angle of >150° and low roll-off angles of less than 10° for both
6 μL water and hexadecane drops.6,7,27

Figure 1. Optical and interference microscopy of microdroplet contamination on soot-templated superamphiphobic surfaces. Top-view SEM
images at (a) low and (b) high magnification of soot-templated surfaces.7 (c) Sequence of video images showing the pristine surface with a
sessile ethylene glycol drop (30 μL). After 2 min, the drop was removed by a tissue. The drop left a circular imprint (hazy spot) that
disappeared after a minute. (d) Rolling of a 30 μL ethylene glycol drop off a tilted surface. Tilt angle: 13°. Trails are shallower compared to
the spots. (e) Interference scans were performed using confocal microscopy, mapping the mean penetration depth by the liquid drop into
the surface. In this case, the drop remained on the surface. From the interference patterns (f, g, insets) the penetration depth was calculated
with respect to time with both (f) ethylene glycol and (g) an ionic liquid (trihexyltetradecylphosphonium bis(trifluoromethyl sulfonyl)
imide). Dark regions correspond to constructive and bright regions to destructive interference using a wavelength of 633 nm. A dark-to-
bright transition represents λ/4, or 158 nm.
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As a model liquid for demonstrating contamination of
superamphiphobic coatings, ethylene glycol was used. Ethylene
glycol’s low ambient vapor pressure of 8 Pa at 20 °C, coupled
to hygroscopicity, minimized evaporative losses upon micro-
droplet formation. Its relatively high surface tension, γ =
0.0477 N/m, also implies a high-energy barrier against Wenzel
wetting on superamphiphobic surfaces.1,2,5−7,28 For compar-
ison, we used water, hexadecane, and a completely nonvolatile
ionic l iquid (tr ihexyltetradecylphosphonium bis-
(trifluoromethyl sulfonyl) imide (Iolitec, >98%, abbreviated
[P6,6,6,14]+[TFSI]−). Surfaces after brief contact with the
ionic liquid were investigated under high vacuum using X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy and scanning electron microscopy.
Optical Visualization of Macro-scale Drop Contami-

nation: Trails and Spots. We performed two different
protocols. First, we deposited a drop of ethylene glycol (30
μL) onto a soot-templated surface. After 2 min, the ethylene
glycol drop was removed by absorbing it into a piece of tissue
paper (Figure 1c, Movie M2). Upon removal, an imprint of the
drop’s original footprint remained (Figure 1c). Second, we let
ethylene glycol drops (approximately 30 μL) roll over a soot-
templated surface (Figure 1d, Movie M3). This resulted in the
gradual and temporal generation of an imprinted trail (Figure
1d). In both experiments, contamination appears to be a fuzzy
white region that disappears after approximately 1 min
exposure to the ambient environment, presumably by
evaporation. Afterward, the domain appears visually identical
to that before contact.
To understand how liquid remnants remain on the surface,

an important question is, how deep does the liquid enter the
superamphiphobic layer while being in contact with the
surface? We quantified the size and kinetics of surface
impalement using a confocal microscope in reflection mode
(Leica TCS SP8, low numerical aperture objective Leica HC

PL APO 10×/0.4) and a HeNe laser at 633 nm. Upon drop
deposition, interference patterns appear (Figure 1f,g, inset,
Figure S3). Interference fringes gradually change with time. A
switch of the intensity from bright to dark corresponds to an
increase in depth equal to λ/4 (λ = 633 nm). We measured the
kinetics of the average penetration depth over an area of 200 ×
200 μm2 (10 000 points) and a time span of 600 s for a drop of
ethylene glycol (Figure 1f, Movie M4) and ionic liquid (Figure
1g, Movie M5). For both liquids, the penetration depth is
below the size of one nanoparticle in the first few seconds.
Impalement progressed slowly.
Despite negligible impalement within the first few seconds,

microdroplet remnants are formed upon drop contact (Movie
M6, <1 s). We confirm that, despite changes in surface
penetration depth, microdroplet density reaches a maximum
(up to 75% of final) within the first 30 s (Figure S4), whereas
ethylene glycol gradually penetrates into the structure. There is
no significant influence of time-dependent penetration on the
onset of microdroplet formation. At a time scale of 10 min, the
liquid impaled the superamphiphobic surface between 0.2 and
2 μm (Figure 1f,g). This indicates that any nano- and
microdroplet contamination remained on the topmost nano-
particle structures. Despite surface impalement and contami-
nation, superamphiphobicity persists and is verified by very low
sliding angles: For instance: ethylene glycol roll-off angles were
found to be 1.8 ± 0.2°, while hexadecane drops rolled off at 2.3
± 1.5° on soot-templated surfaces (10 μL drops).

Confocal Microscopy Visualization of Microscale
Drop Contamination: Microdroplets. To monitor the
depth profile of microdroplet remnants, confocal microscopy
was focused on the XZ-plane. A dyed drop of ethylene glycol
was left to sit on a soot-templated surface for approximately 30
s. Thereafter, the drop was rolled off, leaving behind
microscopic spots (Figure 2a). It is important to reiterate

Figure 2. Confocal microscopy imaging of an ethylene glycol drop rolling off a soot-templated superamphiphobic surface. (a) Sketch of a
drop (blue) rolling over a nanoparticle-based soot-templated surface. Microdroplets (blue) remain. The particles (gray) are hydrophobized
(green) to lower the surface energy. (b−e) A fluorescence-dyed ethylene glycol drop (blue) was rolled off a superamphiphobic surface while
dynamically observing surface fluorescence. XZ-plane showing the vertical, Z-axial contact line of a drop. The images were taken using an
inverted laser scanning confocal microscope using a 40× air objective. Ethylene glycol was dyed with ATTO 647-ester at a concentration of
10 μg/mL (blue). The bulk drop and thus microdroplets appear blue. Reflection from the interface between the glass and the
superamphiphobic coating appears red. All particle spheres represented in the schematics should be considered as agglomerates instead of
individual nanoparticles.
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that microdroplet formation occurs immediately upon contact
(Movie M6, <1 s). Dynamic observation of the XZ-plane
during drop roll-off revealed how the microdroplets are
formed. They appear to be peeled off from the large drop by
the surface, giving rise to multiple fluorescent microspots
(Figure 2b−e). The microdroplets are localized to the topmost
layers of the superamphiphobic soot-templated surface, with
no signs of Wenzel wetting. The Cassie−Baxter state persists.
Such an observation supports the depth impalement data
provided by interference microscopy (Figure 2e).
To investigate the influence of morphology, we investigated

alternative superamphiphobic surfaces composed of nanofila-
ments (layer thickness of approximately 2 μm)6 and wet-
sprayed nanoparticles (approximately 3−5 μm thick).27 After
150 s of drop deposition, the drop was rolled off. Micro-
droplets were present on both surfaces. XY- and XZ-planes
showing microdroplet profiles are included in Figure S5 for
reference. Microdroplet sizes and densities were determined
using ImageJ’s ParticleAnalyzer package. The package analyzes
8-bit threshold images of microdroplets without the back-
ground reflection under no spheroidal constraints (0−1).
Confocal images show that the contamination patterns are
similar on both superamphiphobic nanoparticles and nanofila-
ments (Figure 3a,b). Microdroplet size distributions were
nonsymmetric and non-normal. Ethylene glycol microdroplets

were measured at an average of 0.5 μm, ranging from 0.2 to 1.0
μm (soot-templated nanoparticles), 2.1 μm, ranging from 0.5
to 3.8 μm (wet-sprayed nanoparticles), and 0.9 μm, ranging
from 0.3 to 1.9 μm (nanofilaments). Microdroplets on
nanofilaments appear smaller compared to the soot-templated
surfaces (Figure 3a,b). However, they are actually partially
hidden within the reflection plane (black-red) as the substrate/
air interface is much closer as compared to the latter.
Microdroplets on wet-sprayed nanoparticles were noticeably

larger in volume (Figure S5). The persistent observation of
microdroplets on differently structured superamphiphobic
surfaces is indicative of a universal phenomenon. To further
investigate macroscopic consistencies in the penetration depth
of the microdroplets, we analyzed the side profiles (accumu-
lated XZ, 100 μm in plane) (Figure 3c,d and Figure S5).
Despite the dense and blanket-like coverage of microdroplets,
the contamination is limited only to the topmost layer of all
superamphiphobic surfaces. This thus preserves the effective
Cassie−Baxter (air-gaps) state.
To examine the universal nature of microdroplet remnants,

we investigated whether other common liquids, such as
hexadecane and undecane, also form microdroplets (Movie
M7). The model superamphiphobic soot-templated surface
was used. Submicrometric droplets from nonvolatile hexade-
cane (P0 = 0.2 Pa) could be seen for almost 1 min (Figure S6).

Figure 3. Imaging of the “blanket-like” coverage of ethylene glycol microdroplets on soot-templated and nanofilament surfaces. Confocal
images of the XY-plane taken close to the surface−air interface of (a) soot-templated nanoparticles and (b) nanofilaments after drop
removal. Surface coverages of ethylene glycol microdroplets on soot-templated nanoparticles, wet-sprayed nanoparticles, and nanofilaments
are approximately 22 × 103, 2 × 103, and 26 × 103 microdroplets per millimeter square, respectively. (c, d) Microdroplets were found on the
accumulated XZ section at the air−surface interface. Evidently, none of the microdroplets impale deep into the nanostructured surface. (e−
g) Scanning electron microscopy of the soot-templated surface after a nonvolatile (ionic liquid) drop was removed. The dark spots reflect
the previous positions of the microdroplets. These imprints are composed of multiple dispersed subagglomerate zones that are
approximately 1−10 μm in diameters.
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Their mean diameter was 0.7 μm, with a minimum detectable
size of 0.2 μm. The actual minimum size could be smaller
owing to the resolution limit of confocal microscopy.
According to the Kelvin equation,29 the vapor pressure of a

liquid Pv increases to P P e V rRT
v 0

2 /m= γ . Here, P0 is the saturated
vapor pressure over a planar surface, Vm is the molar volume of
the liquid,30 R is the gas constant, and T is temperature. The
coefficient 2γVm/RT, also called Kelvin length, is 5.1 nm for
ethylene glycol, 6.5 nm for hexadecane, and 4.2 nm for
undecane. The overpressure, above ambient saturation (P0),
can range from 1% to 7% with microdroplet radii, r, from 0.1
to 1 μm for hexadecane. The slightly volatile undecane
microdroplets (P0 = 55 Pa) were only stable within the order
of a few seconds (Figure S7). Hence, we were not able to
capture full 3D images. Notably, despite the high vapor
pressure of ethylene glycol (P0 = 8 Pa), these microdroplets
were at least as persistent as hexadecane droplets. The high
stability of ethylene glycol microdroplets may be caused by the
hygroscopic nature of ethylene glycol, where microdroplets are
sustained by the absorption of water.
Electron Microscope Imaging of Microdroplets. The

ultralow vapor pressure of ionic liquids, on the order of 10−10

Pa,31 makes the observation of microdroplets possible in high
vacuum. To visualize the morphology of these microdroplet
contaminants, trails of 30 μL drops were investigated optically
and by scanning electron microscopy. Spots and trails do not
macroscopically vanish (Movie M8). Under the SEM, it
appears that microdroplets damage the superamphiphobic
nanostructures. This results in clustered domains of nano-
particle agglomerates. These agglomerates were approximately
1−10 μm in dimension (Figure 3e−g). Agglomerated clusters

were coated in a thin layer of ionic liquid, indicating local
collapse of nanostructures by capillary forces (Figure 3g, darker
and thicker agglomerates). Encapsulation of agglomerated
clusters by microdroplets likely happens for all liquids, as the
microdroplets could be as large as a few micrometers.
Observing the presence of other liquids is difficult due to
inherent volatility under high vacuum.
To verify that dark regions visible in SEM were remnants of

the ionic liquid, we investigated the chemical composition of
the surface by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (Figure S8).
The transitions expected for the neat ionic liquid, i.e., P 2p, S
2p, P 2s, S 2s, C 1s, N 1s, O 1s, F 1s, F KLL, and O KLL are
found in the survey spectra acquired on the trails/spots of the
ionic liquid on the soot-templated surfaces. Key atomic
signatures for the presence of ionic liquid are indicated by
the phosphorus, sulfur, and nitrogen signals. For the pristine
superamphiphobic soot-templated surfaces, the transitions P
2p, S 2p, P 2s, S 2s, and N 1s are absent. Thus, the spectra with
a clear N 1s transition prove the presence of remnant ionic
liquids on the surface. Here, the ionic liquid used represents a
model analog system for SEM and XPS: Readers should note
that different liquids will result in slightly different wetting
behavior.

Microdroplet Formation. The formation of microdroplets
relies on the interplay between the actual local contact angle
(θlocal) and the inherent receding contact angle (θrec). The
inherent receding contact angle (θrec) is also known as the
characteristic contact angle that a liquid drop takes with an
equivalent flat surface. Capillary bridges are formed between a
receding surface of a drop and the top faces of surface
protrusions. During the receding motion, these capillary

Figure 4. Geometrical pinning of liquids to a spherical asperity. (a) Case 1, pinning: The contact angle and contact line are pinned at the
local contact angle (θlocal) until the capillary bridge (double-sided arrow) ruptures. (b) Case 2, depinning: The contact angle and contact line
reach the inherent receding contact angle (θrec) and the latter begins sliding. However, thinning of the capillary bridge continues (double-
sided arrow), eventually rupturing and breaks before complete depinning of the contact line. In both instances, a remnant droplet is formed.
However, because of experimental resolution, visualization of remnants on a single nanoparticle having a diameter of approximately 80 nm is
not possible. Therefore, we are only able to visualize the remnants integrating several nanoparticles. (c) Surrounding remnant droplets
merge, forming the micrometric droplets that we observe.
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bridges are stretched and at some point will break. For pinned
contact lines, the breaking point is defined by the pinning
centers (Figure 4a). For freely moving contact lines, the local
contact angle decreases to the point where it matches the
material’s inherent receding contact angle (Figure 4b).
Remnants then depend on how far the contact line has
receded when the liquid capillary bridge has thinned to the
point of rupture. In both cases, the formation of microdroplet
remnants is coupled to agglomerate-induced bridging, forming
clusters that make up the micrometric droplets that we observe
(Figure 4c). Considering that local agglomerate geometry and
interagglomerate proximity significantly influences the for-
mation of the microdroplets, it is difficult to develop a
quantitative theoretical model for such stochastic surfaces.
The remnant microdroplets gradually penetrate into

sublayers on a longer time scale. This is supported by
observations from contacted ionic liquids and high-vacuum
scanning electron microscopy. Liquid micrometric micro-
droplets are integrated into both the top (“contact points”)
and sublayers (“inside”) of the nanoparticle aggregations. A
series of images depicting mild to severe surface penetration is
included in Figure S9.
Hydrophilic defects could also reduce the inherent receding

contact angle (θrec) and pin the contact line. To investigate the
possible influence of defects in a control experiment, a glass
slide was fluoro-silanized under the same conditions as the
superamphiphobic soot surface (60 min, 50 mbar), Figure S10.
We then moved (immobilized and dragged by a metal plate) a
drop of fluorescence-dyed (ATTO 647-ester at 10 μg/mL)
ethylene glycol over its surface with velocities of 10 and 300
μm/s. Afterward we imaged the glass surface with a confocal
microscope. No remaining microdroplets were detected. This
indicates that the surface was homogeneously silanized or that
defects were so small that they cannot be responsible for
microdroplet remnants. We conclude that the primary effect
behind the formation of microdroplets is by pinning to the top
faces of surface protrusions rather than to hydrophilic defects.
Lowering the liquid surface tension (γ) decreases the

material’s receding contact angle θrec. This reduction facilitates
droplet pinning and makes the formation of microdroplet
remnants easier during drop detachment. In contrast, the
viscosity of the liquids did not appear to influence the size of
capillary bridges during necking and rupture, at least not in the

experimentally accessible range of velocities of 10−300 μm/s
(capillary number from 10−6 to 10−4). This range also indicates
that hydrodynamic effects are negligible.
In summary, geometrical pinning of liquid droplets occurs

when a liquid is withdrawn from surface protrusions. For
water, remnants go unnoticed because the microdroplets
immediately evaporate. However, non- or poorly volatile
solvents may not or will take longer time scales to vaporize,
thus leaving visible microdroplets.

Influence on the Definitions of Superamphiphobicity
and Self-Cleaning Properties. An important question is, do
microdroplet remnants of previous drops influence the roll-off
angles of subsequent drops? To answer this question, 30 μL
drops were deposited on a defined spot for periods between 10
and 60 min. Then, they were removed with a tissue. Within 10
s, a 10 μL test drop of the same liquid was placed onto the
footprint of the larger drop and the surface was gradually tilted
to determine the roll-off angle within the next 10 s. For water,
the roll-off angle, α, remained low and constant at α = 1°
(Figure 5a,b, blue). The roll-off angle for ethylene glycol only
slightly increased over time, rising from approximately 2° to 4°
at 60 min. After 60 min, a dense white spot was formed,
showing macroscopic surface contamination (Figure 5b, inset).
The roll-off angle of the ionic liquid gradually increased with

increasing drop sitting time (Figure 5a, purple). After 60 min
of sitting time, the roll-off angle increased to 47°. The drop
gradually impaled into the superamphiphobic layer,32 hinting
toward a partial Cassie-to-Wenzel transition. Notably, the
extent of surface contamination by ionic liquids can vary.
Individually prepared drop trails and spots can show greatly
differing roll-off angles, up to between 25° and 45°. Due to the
low surface tension of an ionic liquid, γ = 0.028 N/m, the
impalement pressure is low; that is, the drop easily impales the
surface (Figures S9, S11−S13). Here, ethylene glycol also
impales the surface, but it evaporates, at least partially.

Microdroplet Formation and Impact on Adhesion
and Wetting. An increasing roll-off angle indicates that the
normal adhesion force to a drop should increase. In order to
quantify the temporal dynamics of adhesion forces, we
attached a 30 μm diameter droplet of ionic liquid to a
hydrophobized tipless AFM cantilever and performed force
curves on a pristine soot-templated surface (Figure 6a). The
spring constant of the cantilever, k = 7.7 N/m, was determined

Figure 5. Microdroplet clusters on soot-templated surfaces: Influence on wettability. Time-resolved dynamic analysis of increasing roll-off
angles with respect to three different liquids: water, ethylene glycol, and the ionic liquid [P6,6,6,14]

+[TFSI]−. (a) The roll-off angle of water
and ethylene glycol remained below 5°. The roll-off angle of the ionic liquid gradually rose to 47° after 60 min. (b) The roll-off angle for
ethylene glycol rose from 2° to 4°. This is accompanied by the formation of a dense white fuzzy spot on the surface (inset, at 60 min).
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using the built-in thermal tune method of the AFM control
software prior to picking up the droplet. After attaching the
ionic-liquid droplet, around 200 force curves were recorded at
a rate of 0.25 Hz and a maximum applied force of 10 ± 5 nN.
From the measured shift in the thermal noise resonance33 of
the cantilever with an attached droplet we could calculate the
mass loss for every contact. The frequency increased by 112
Hz after 200 contacts. This indicates a mass loss of 20 fg from
the droplet-probe after contact (Figure 6b). Taking into
account the density of this ionic liquid (1070 kg/m3), a mass
loss of 20 fg would correspond to a spherical droplet of 0.3−
0.4 μm in diameter, representing the liquid remnants left
behind on the soot-templated surface.
While the drop is periodically approached and retracted at a

rate of 0.25 Hz and at constant maximal load, the maximum
tip−sample distance decreases around 25 nm over 6 min of
force curve measurements (Figure 6c). The dominant
contribution is likely due to localized pulling up of the soot-
templated nanoparticles by capillary forces (SEM, Figure 3g
and Figure S14). Finally, the adhesion force gradually increases
from around 300 nN to 550 nN between the first and last force
curve (Figure 6d, red line). The effective contact area per
microdroplet increases the net contribution of adhesion. It
should be noted that the adhesion force varied by up to 200
nN depending on the specific position. This variation is likely
induced by the microrough nature of the soot-templated
surface.

To estimate the maximum adhesion force, Fadh, we assume
that the bottom side of the drop experiences partial contact
with protrusions of the soot-templated surface. From confocal
microscope images, we counted a uniform distribution of
wetted protrusions (Methods), at approximately 16 000 per
mm2. In addition, prior SEM analysis reveals that protrusions
are typically not single nanospheres but agglomerates of
nanospheres that form the relevant contact points. Here, the
protrusions represent where microdroplets are left behind:
comprising agglomerates coated with a thin layer of liquid. We
further deduce, for simplicity, that these protrusions have an
effective diameter of between 0.5 and 1 μm. The capillary force
required to pull the drop of one such agglomerate is estimated
to be the Fadh.

F D cos ( /2)adh
2

recπ γ θ= (1)

For the ionic liquid, we assume Fadh ≈ πDγ, for ( )cos 12
2
rec ≈θ

.

Thus, a protrusion with a diameter of D between 0.5 and 1 μm,
γ = 0.028 N/m, experiences an adhesion force of between 44
and 88 nN. The estimated contact area between the surface
and the ionic liquid drop on the AFM cantilever was 165 μm2

(see Methods). Therefore, we estimate an average of
approximately 2.6 contact points, leading to an adhesion
force Fadh = 2.6 × (44 to 88) nN ≈ 115−230 nN. This agrees
within an order of accuracy to the experimentally determined

Figure 6. Adhesion properties of microdroplets. (a) A pristine soot-templated surface was tested using droplet-probe force microscopy. A
total of 200 force curves were taken under repeated contacts of a nonvolatile ionic liquid drop with the surface on two locations. (b) The
shift in the thermal noise spectra of the droplet-probe cantilever, before (black) and after 200 cycles (cyan), corresponds to a mass loss of 20
fg. (c) The maximum tip-to-sample distance decreases around 25 nm between the first and last measurement. (d) Time-dependent adhesion
on an initially pristine spot. Adhesion on the pristine surface starts at approximately 200−400 nN and increases over time up to 500−550 nN
after gradual contamination.
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increase in adhesion force of 250 nN, due to microdroplet
contamination (Figure 6d).

CONCLUSIONS
The observation that liquid drops in temporary contact with
superliquid-repellent surfaces leave nano- or microdroplets
behind changes the concept of self-cleaning. In fact, the brief
contact with a macroscopic rolling or sitting drop will result in
a “blanket-like” coverage of microdroplets, even for nano-
structured superamphiphobic surfaces. Contamination at this
level appears to be a universal phenomenon that occurs with
multiple liquids and surfaces. Perfect self-cleaning surfaces are
only possible with pure and volatile liquids. For nonvolatile
liquids, the formation of microdroplet contaminants is
sufficient in gradually influencing superwetting performance
and adhesion properties. Thus, caution should be exercised
when utilizing these surfaces for (1) nonvolatile liquids,25 (2)
anticontamination and antifouling in sub-micrometer cell
biology13,14,34−36 (bacteria ≈ 1 μm, virus ≈ 100 nm)37 or
dissolved compounds (inorganic salts), while (3) accepting
contamination posed by long-term usage.

METHODS/EXPERIMENTAL
Test Liquids. The liquids used, with their surface tensions, were

water (72.8 mN/m), ethylene glycol (47.7 mN/m, 99.8%, Aldrich),
an ionic liquid, trihexyltetradecylphosphonium bis(trifluoromethyl
sulfonyl) imide (Iolitec, >98%, abbreviated [P6,6,6,14]+[TFSI]−, 28.8
mN/m, Wilhelmy plate measurements), n-hexadecane (27.5 mN/m,
>99%, Aldrich), and n-undecane (24.7 mN/m, >99%, Aldrich).
Unless otherwise indicated, surface tensions were provided by the
manufacturers. All experiments were performed at between 30% and
60% relative humidity, at a temperature of 20−25 °C.
Synthesis of Surfaces. Soot-Templated Superamphiphobic

Surface. Superamphiphobic soot surfaces were synthesized based
on our previous work,7 which entails four distinctive steps: (1) soot
deposition, (2) silica templating, (3) calcination, and (4) fluoro-
functionalization. The particle surface is composed of fractal-like soot
nanoparticles (50−70 nm diameter), covered by a silica shell (20−30
nm thick). The silica shell was then fluorinated with 1H,1H,2H,2H-
perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane using chemical vapor deposition to
lower the surface energy (Figure 1).5 A pristine superamphiphobic
nanoparticle surface tends to have a highly porous and opened
morphology, characterized by overhanging nanoparticle agglomerates.
Dense Nanoparticulate Superamphiphobic Surface. The alter-

native superamphiphobic nanoparticle surface was synthesized by the
functionalization of fumed silica nanoparticles using 1H,1H,2H,2H-
perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane.27 The functionalized particles reached a
functionalization density of approximately 54 w/w%. Wet-spraying
solvated nanoparticles gave rise to comparatively densely packed
coatings (Figure S2).27

Nanofilament-based Superamphiphobic Surface. Glass slides
(170 μm, 20 × 60 mm, Marienfeld) were immersed in 100 mL of
toluene with controlled amounts of water (180−250 ppm) and
trichloromethylsilane (0.4 mL). Trichloromethylsilane hydrolyzes and
reacts with the hydroxyl groups on glass, forming silicone nanofila-
ments. After a reaction time of 6 h, glass slides were coated with a 1−
2 μm thick layer of nanofilaments (20−50 nm diameters, spaced
between 50 and 500 nm).6,15 To achieve superamphiphobicity, the
nanofilaments were activated in an oxygen plasma and modified with
1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane using chemical vapor
deposition.
Soot-templated nanoparticles are between 20 and 35 μm thick,

spray nanoparticle coatings are approximately 5 μm thick, while
nanofilaments were approximately 1−2 μm thick.
Contact Angles. Dynamic and static contact angles were recorded

using an OCA 35 contact angle goniometer (Dataphysics, Germany,
zoom factor 0.7). All surfaces show a high static water contact angle of

>150° and low roll-off angles of less than 10° for both 6 μL water and
hexadecane drops.6,7,27 Roll-off angles were assessed by tilting the
surfaces at 1°/s until the drop starts rolling off (20 ms per frame). The
contact angle, roll-off angle, and contact angle hysteresis were
computed by a commercially available program (SCA20). Results are
presented as mean ± standard deviations.

Dynamic Visual Capture of Drop Spots and Trails. Water,
hexadecane, undecane, ethylene glycol, and the ionic liquid
([P6,6,6,14]+[TFSI]−) were used in testing the presence of
macroscopically visible drop spots and trails (Figure S15) at 30−
60% relative humidity and 20−25 °C. Spots: To study possible
microdroplet remnants, we deposited 30 μL drops of various liquids
for approximately 6−10 min before its removal (soaked up/slide off).
Drops were rolled off the sample by tilting or soaked up by a tissue.
Then we imaged the surface from the top by a dynamic single-lens
reflex camera (Nikon D3300, 1×, ambient or LED illumination, 3−5
min). Drop spots disappear in a timespan of a few seconds to a few
minutes for liquids having finite volatility. Trails: A drop deposition
system is based on a syringe pump that deposits 1 to 3 mL/min of
liquid, via drops that detach from a 25G needle nozzle. The surface is
tilted at around 13°. The drops roll down the surface with varying
periodicity. Drop trails were captured on video (Nikon D3300, 5 min,
1080 p, 50 fps), forming under continuous flow, and disappearing
when the flow is halted.

Ethylene Glycol. Visual observation of spots and trails formed from
ethylene glycol are persistent for approximately 1-2 minutes.
Thereafter, the macroscopic observation is lost after gradual
vaporization of the spots or trails. The dried surfaces appear pristine.

Ionic Liquid ([P6,6,6,14]+[TFSI]−). Drop deposition was replicated
under similar conditions to the experiments based on ethylene glycol,
but with lasting spots and trails. This is likely caused by its inability to
evaporate after forming microdroplets.

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy. XPS analyses were carried
out with a Kratos Axis Ultra DLD (Kratos Ltd., Manchester, UK)
using a monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source (1486.6 eV, emission
current: 10 mA, anode voltage: 15 kV). The instrument base pressure
remained below 8.0 × 10−10 Pa. The instrument work function was
calibrated to a binding energy of 84.0 eV for metallic gold (Au 4f7/2).
The charge neutralizer was used for all analyses (filament current: 2.1
A, charge balance: 3.45 V, and filament bias: 1.5 V). The charge
neutralization was monitored with the help of the C 1s peak for
adventitious carbon. Survey spectra were acquired at a pass energy of
80 eV with 20 sweeps and an energy step of 1 eV. The high-resolution
spectra were acquired at a pass energy of 20 eV with 10 sweeps and an
energy step of 0.1 eV. The analysis area was 300 μm × 700 μm. Data
were processed using the commercial software CasaXPS (version
2.3.16, Casa Software Ltd., Chichester, UK). All spectra were
recorded in the spectroscopy mode utilizing the hybrid lens mode.
For each sample, at least three independent measurements were
performed. The binding energies were calibrated using the C 1s peak
for adventitious carbon at a binding energy of 284.8 eV, with an
associated error of ∼0.1−0.2 eV.38 No argon ion sputter cleaning has
been performed prior to analysis.

Surface Analysis: Confocal Microscopy. An inverted laser
scanning confocal microscope (Leica TCS SP8) was used to
dynamically observe the progression of the wetting line down the
Z-axis of superamphiphobic surfaces (nanoparticles and nanofila-
ments). The ionic liquid, [P6,6,6,14]+[TFSI]−, hexadecane, and
undecane were dyed with Lumogen Red 300 (λexcitation = 553 nm,
λemission = 610 nm), at a concentration of 10 μg/mL. Ethylene glycol
was dyed with ATTO 647-ester (λexcitation = 620 nm, λemission = 647
nm) at a concentration of 10 μg/mL. These dye concentrations did
not change the surface tension of the drops. The drops were placed
onto the substrate after commencing the confocal measurement.

Ethylene Glycol and Ionic Liquid. Time-varied XYT planes were
first recorded under the reflection mode, with a zoom factor of 1.0 in
the XZ plane and a line average of 2 (bidirectional). A dry objective,
Leica HC PL APO 10×, NA 0.4, was used. Lasers of 458, 561, and
633 nm were used at ca. 15.4% power. All three lasers were only used
during interference analysis, providing improved resolution for surface
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penetration measurements. This was performed for up to 10 min at a
frame rate of 1.18 frames per second (fps). This scan type was
performed only for the soot-templated superamphiphobic surface
owing to the continued variation in dynamics up until the 10th
minute. Thereafter, the drops were removed, and the XYZ plane (3D)
was recorded with a line average of 16, with bidirectional scanning. A
zoom factor of 1.0 was used with a dry objective, Leica HC PL APO
40×, NA 0.85, in order to match the location.
Ethylene Glycol. Lasers of 458 and 633 nm were used at ca. 15.4%

power under reflection and fluorescence mode, respectively. The XYZ
stack was recorded over 200 steps as a 3D image. XZT planes were
also recorded at 1.58 fps within various time frames.
Ionic Liquid. Lasers of 458 and 561 nm were used at ca. 15.4%

power under reflection and fluorescence mode, respectively. The XZT
plane was recorded at 0.095 fps over 30 min to map macroscopic
penetration after 10 min. The XYZ stack was recorded over 150 steps
as a 3D image. For ionic liquid on soot-templated surfaces, a long-
term penetration experiment was performed; the depth of penetration
by the wetting line is presented as a percentage of the total height of
the coating. Several quantitative tests were performed, where a
percentage of the penetration was measured in real time before
removing the drop, enabling a quantification of this effect.
Other liquids (dyed ionic liquid, [P6,6,6,14]+[TFSI]−, hexadecane,

undecane, and ethylene glycol) and surfaces (nanoparticles and
nanofilaments) were also analyzed using the XZT mode: Various XZT
scans were performed to analyze the effect of liquid on morphology.
The ethylene glycol variant was used on soot-templated super-
amphiphobic nanoparticles, wet-spray-deposited superamphiphobic
nanoparticles, and superamphiphobic nanofilaments. These tests were
aimed at demonstrating the universal nature of the phenomenon.
Interference Analysis. Interference forms due to reflections from

the nearly planar glass surface and the drop interface and allows the
determination of changes in the position of the drop with nanometer
precision. We employed a confocal microscope in reflection mode
(Leica TCS SP8) with a low numerical aperture objective (Leica HC
PL APO 10×/0.4) and a HeNe laser at 633 nm to have a nearly
collimated beam. Upon drop deposition, interference patterns appear,
which dynamically change with time. This measurement was
performed for up to 10 min. For ethylene glycol, we present
interference depth measurements alongside droplet count measure-
ments. As we cannot run interference microscopy in tandem with
droplet count, a separate experiment was performed, where we
analyzed the presence of microdroplet remnants every 30 s using a
sitting drop.
Surface Analysis: Scanning Electron Microscopy. Preformed

drop trails and spots were first made by depositing a 30 μL drop of
[P6,6,6,14]+[TFSI]− for approximately 10−15 min before its timely
removal (soaked up/slide off). These trails and spots are then coated
with a thin layer of platinum (3 nm) using sputtering, before analysis
with scanning electron microscopy (Zeiss, LEO 1530 Gemini). A
working voltage of 3 kV, coupled to an aperture of 10 μm and a
working distance of 2 mm, is used.
Wetting Analysis: Roll-off Angles. Superhydro(oleo)phobicity

was assessed through the measurement of static and sliding angles
(CAs and SAs), by placing and averaging 3 drops of water and
respective low surface tension liquids (10 μL, dispensed at 1 μL/s) on
sample surfaces using the sessile drop method. Roll-off angles (α)
were assessed by tilting these surfaces at 1°/s until the drop starts
sliding off (20 ms per frame). Surfaces are then allowed to be partially
infiltrated (or not) by sitting a liquid drop (30 μL, dispensed at 1 μL/
s) of varying surface tension at the same spot for sequential timings
(10, 20, 30, and 60 min) before it was rolled off. Roll-off angles were
then measured on the same spots as per above. Separate measure-
ments of the roll-off angles were also made on preformed trails and
spots, by depositing a 30 μL drop of [P6,6,6,14]+[TFSI]− for
approximately 10−15 min before its timely removal (soaked up/slide
off). Thereafter, 3 drops of [P6,6,6,14]+[TFSI]− (10 μL, dispensed at
1 μL/s) were placed on sample surfaces using the sessile drop
method. A fluorinated-glass surface was also used to test static contact
angles for the ionic liquid and ethylene glycol.

Atomic Force Microscopy. AFM force spectroscopy measure-
ments were carried out using a NanoWizard 4 system from JPK
Instruments. Tipless AFM cantilevers from Mikromash were used (3-
lever series). These cantilevers were hydrophobized by placing them
within a desiccator in a vacuum for 30 min while being exposed to a
trichloro(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)silane chemical vapor. After
hydrophobizing the cantilever, the force constant was calibrated
within the commercial AFM setup using the Sader method.39 The
cantilever used for the experiment had a force constant of 7.7 N/m.
Single drops of the ionic liquid, trihexyltetradecylphosphonium, were
attached to the end of a tipless cantilever using the micropositioning
system of a JPK Nanowizard IV AFM. In order to do so, a
macroscopic drop of this liquid is first placed on a microscope glass
slide. The hydrophobized cantilever is then set to gently touch the
surface of the macroscopic ionic liquid drop. When retracted from the
macroscopic drop, a microscopic droplet is attached to the cantilever.
This liquid probe is then used to press against the test surface. All
measurements were performed while an ion fan was set to gently blow
air on the surface, thus avoiding electrical charging of the interface
with successive force curves.

The force calibration was performed by increasing the pressing set
point force (20−25 nN) up to the point until where adhesion
increases (during contact). This pressing force stabilizes at 10 ± 5 nN,
which was used to apply a quasi-identical force on the gradually
contaminated nanoparticulate surface. This lowering of the actual
applied force with respect to the set point (20−25 nN) occurs
because of a slight tilt remaining in the zero force line. To gain
information on the temporal dynamics of the adhesion force, we
recorded around 200 force curves at the same position, i.e., ∼13 min
of measurements. For comparison, the maximum applied load was
kept constant using the trigger function of the AFM. It appears that
the decrease in penetration depth is a combination of drop
deformation, penetration, and even cantilever deflection.

Computation of Adhesion Forces. According to the SEM and
confocal analysis, the microstructural dimension is approximately 1
μm. Based on n = 0.016 microdroplet per micrometer square, a
specific contact adhesion is experienced by the cantilever drop. This
implies a specific contact adhesion of 1.4 nN/μm2, respectively.
However, eq 1 does not provide the net adhesion induced by a
contacting cantilever drop because the area of contact by the
cantilever drop to the surface remains unknown. This can be
calculated from the load, which corresponds to the capillary force,
using eq 2,40,41 where

F r P r2 sin( )2
0
Aπ π γ θ= Δ − (2)

where ΔP is Laplace pressure within the drop, θ0
A is the top plate

(AFM cantilever) advancing contact angle, θA is the bottom plate
(surface) advancing contact angle, r is the radius of the cantilever
drop that is in contact with the cantilever, while F represents the
capillary force (10 nN). The Laplace pressure is given by
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where h is the drop height considering a deformation δ of 100 nm (13
μm to 100 nm). Equations 2 and 3 are thus combined, to calculate θA,
required to calculate the contact area.
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The contact angle of the ionic liquid on the AFM cantilever, θ0
A,

was measured to be approximately 45°. Solving for θA gives the
geometrical drop-to-surface contact angle. This angle can then be
fitted to a spherical cap, assuming small deformations, for a radius of
contact, R r 2 sin( )Aθ≈ (Figure S16). The corresponding contact
area is ∼165 μm2.
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